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An easy-to-follow, step-by-step manga drawing instruction book from fan favorite manga artist

and painter Camilla d'Errico, featuring 30 lessons on illustrating cute, cool, and quirky

characters in the Pop Surrealist style with pencils.With wildly popular appearances at Comic

Cons and her paintings displayed in art galleries around the world, Camilla d'Errico has

established herself as a go-to resource for manga-influenced art. Following in the footsteps of

her past art instruction books Pop Manga and Pop Painting, Pop Manga Drawing provides the

most direct and accessible lessons yet for rendering characters in her signature Pop Surrealist

style. Written in the fun and encouraging voice that fans have come to expect, Pop Manga

Drawing takes you step-by-step through lessons on drawing with graphite and mechanical

pencils, along with insights on enhancing pieces with other mediums (including acrylics,

markers, and colored pencils). It also provides tips and expert advice on drawing specific

elements, including hair, eyes, and animals, that can take your manga art to the next level. Pop

Manga Drawing grants one-of-a-kind access to the basic building blocks of artistic expression,

giving you the tools you need to create your own pop manga masterpieces.
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DragonsThat’s a Wrap!IndexForewordI think one very important responsibility that we have as

working artists is to reach back, hold out our hands, and help the next generation of artists find

their voices. Art is such an incredible tool, mode of expression, and coping mechanism. It is

such a beautiful gift to share. One of the things I love about being a millennial creator is the

inclusiveness of our art world. In contrast to art generations past that relied heavily on

enigmatic hierarchy, we artists who have cut our teeth in the digital age have grown up devoted

to the value of connecting with others and being genuine and real. Camilla d’Errico is such a

perfect example of these values—giving everything of herself to communicate, connect, and

help teach others new ways of harnessing their own voices and refining their skills.Camilla is

one of the most hard-working artists I know, and we share an unquenchable passion for

constant creation. In a world with so many forces stacked against artists—and even more

stacked against women—Camilla has been able to create her own place in the art world.

Sharing your life, your work, and your techniques is hard. It takes a lot of bravery and trust.

Camilla has selflessly shared of herself her entire career and has opened the door for so many

dreamers along the way. Her sweet, whimsical characters and soft tones lift us up and remind

us of the beauty attainable in all of us. Watching her work is mesmerizing. I’m so grateful to

experience this time on the planet with her, and to call her my friend on the journey! —MAB

GRAVESIntroductionBig eyes, shiny hair, cat ears, and a tentacle body… wait… that can’t be

right, can it? Well, in the world of Pop Surrealism, that combination is more than okay—it’s the

norm!The beautiful thing about art, aside from all the pretty characters and cute animals, is

that it allows you to express yourself. Here in the lessons of Pop Manga Drawing, you’ll go on a

great journey and discover new, fun ways to express yourself through drawing.Sometimes you

may need a little boost on the path to creativity. That’s where this book comes in. I know what

it’s like when you’re just starting to learn how to draw. But I’ve also been drawing for a



looooooooong time, and I’m still learning. Lots of what you will see in the pages ahead are

lessons that I had to teach myself. You’ll find tips based on insights gained over the years.

These include ways to push yourself creatively and (most importantly) ways to have fun while

learning a new art style.I’ve created a series of step-by-step lessons that will help you develop

your Pop Surrealism style. Lessons go from beginner to intermediate to master class, so it’s

important to start at the beginning and work your way up to more difficult and challenging

drawings. There will be lessons on how to draw fuzzy bees, how to draw a girl with cat ears,

how to draw a vampire boy with a wild surreal twist, and so much more.POP MANGA: WHAT

IS IT?To define the ultrafun style of Pop Manga, let’s start with the “manga” part. Simply put,

manga is what the Japanese call comic books. Over the years, manga evolved from woodcut

drawings into a nationwide craze of serialized stories that have defined a culture throughout

the world. Typically, manga is drawn in black and white. Mangakas (manga artists) draw the

characters with big heads and eyes, eyes so big they defy physics. Their eyes aren’t just the

windows to the soul… they are the French doors to the soul!Personally, I love manga not only

for its round-cheeked, cherublike, school uniform–wearing characters, but also for their

fantastical hairstyles and crazy expressions. Manga jumps from superserious to cartoony

shenanigans as quickly as you can snap your fingers. There are no boundaries with

manga.Now it’s time to explain the “pop” in Pop Manga! Hold on to your bootstraps, because

the “pop” is what takes manga from cute to surreal. Pop is short for Pop Surrealism. That’s a

contemporary style of North American art that developed in Los Angeles in 1970, as dark

cartoon punk Low Brow art evolved into the whimsical, colorful, and exciting Pop Surrealism

movement that blurs the lines between Low Brow and High Brow artwork.Think of Pop

Surrealism as a blending of pop culture and the work of Salvador Dalí! It is a style where

whales are part bumblebee, mermaids have angel wings, and girls and boys walk upside down

in a Willy Wonka–esque fairground.When you mix Pop Surrealism and manga, you get my art

style—the one that I use to illustrate manga like my Tanpopo series, and even webtoons like

my Davinchibi comic! I break the rules of logic and physics like a proper villain. Ha-ha, I’m just

kidding. I’m not a villain, more like the Mad Hatter. What I like about Pop Manga is that I can

blend two different styles and cultures. It’s art fusion, baby!Now it’s your turn to try on my

creative hat and see if it fits. If you’re ready to bend reality, turn the natural world upside down,

and learn how to use graphite to do so, let’s begin! Get your pencils sharpened and step into

the world of Pop Manga Drawing.Hello there, my lovelies! My name is Matita, but you can call

me Mati! I’m Inku’s way cuter counterpart, he’s my cousin twice removed on our brother’s

mother’s grandpappy’s side! He helped you in Pop Manga, and now it’s my turn to take the

reins. So, get ready for some fun, babies!Tools to UseFor the lessons in this book, I’ll focus on

showing you how to draw manga in a unique Pop Surrealist style with graphite pencils. Pencils

are one of the first tools I used for drawing, and I’ll wager that’s the same for many of you!

There are all kinds of pencils, so I’ll do my best to guide you through what I use to create my

graphite drawings. You can draw with pretty much anything. But for this particular style of Pop

Manga drawing, here are my recommendations for graphite pencils. I’ll break down the kinds of

pencils and the types of lead you’ll have to work with and how to use them.Matita means pencil

in Italian. Isn’t that just the cutest, just like me?MECHANICAL PENCILS VERSUS LEAD

PENCILSPersonally, I like to use mechanical pencils. It’s nice to have a tool that I don’t have to

sharpen. I just go click, click, click, and fresh new lead appears.However, there are some cons.

Mechanical pencil lead is fragile. If you drop your pencil, it might shatter the graphite inside. It’s

also hard to tell if you are about to run out of lead. (I recommend always carrying around an

extra set of leads, if possible.) Each mechanical pencil comes with its own unique weight,



thickness, length, and style. What works for some may not work for others, but I love the

variety! No two hands were made the same, so try out several pencils to find the one that both

suits your personality and fits best in your hand.The so-called “lead” in pencils is actually

graphite. Once upon a time, pencils were actually lead filled. But in the 1500s, a large deposit

of nontoxic graphite was discovered in England, and eventually graphite replaced lead in

pencils. Today, people use the terms “lead” and “graphite” interchangeably. I use the term “lead

pencil” to refer to a wooden pencil, as opposed to a mechanical one.Lead pencils are

traditional and sturdy. You can regulate the thickness of the tip much more easily with a lead

pencil. Additionally, these pencils come in a wide range of lead types, which are explained

ahead. Having a variety of lead options is fantastic, as it allows you to open up

creatively.However, you’ll need a good sharpener on hand to keep your pencil tip sharp.

They’re also super messy, as bits of pencil flake off with each sharpening. Additionally, they

tend to be costlier to replace.Different Lead TypesMechanical pencils are classified by the

thickness of their leads: 0.3 mm (the thinnest), 0.5 mm, 0.7 mm, and even 0.9 mm (the

thickest). The thicker your lead, the thicker your lines. It’s good to use a variety of thicknesses.

You can switch between different pencils to get the details you want.Lead pencils come in a

huge assortment based not only on thickness, but also on the softness and hardness of their

graphite. What does that mean to you, the artist? It’s simple. The harder your lead, the lighter

the mark you can make with it. The softer it is, the darker your mark. Hard leads are available

in increasing hardness from H to 10H. Soft leads increase in softness from B to 10B. Pencils

graded F and HB are in the middle of the spectrum between H and B, with F being slightly

harder and HB being slightly softer. You see what I mean when I say they come in a range!See

how many different line thicknesses you can spot in me! Changing your line thickness makes

for some great detailing!!ERASERS GALOREOne of the best things about using pencils to

draw with is that you can erase your mistakes. As you might guess, there are all kinds of

erasers. I won’t get into all the different ones available. Instead, I’ll focus on the ones that I use

and add a couple of other suggestions.White ErasersThe best eraser to use is a white eraser.

It’s my favorite. It works super well, and picks up tons of graphite with little pressure. The more

pressure you have to use when erasing, the greater chance you have of damaging your paper.

Keep a spare piece of paper to the side so you can wipe off your eraser as you work. That way

you won’t rub and smudge graphite from your eraser back onto your drawing.Mechanical Pencil

ErasersMechanical pencil erasers are great for getting into the nooks and crannies of your art.

They’re precision tools, so it’s good to have them on hand when tackling areas that a big, wide

eraser can’t reach.Kneaded Rubber EraserThis type of eraser is professional grade and lasts a

long time. Its design allows for self-cleaning. You simply stretch it out and pull it back together—

like pizza dough. It’s the best eraser to use if you don’t want eraser bits going all over the place.

It’s also great because you can shape and mold it into little points that can help you get into

tricky areas.Gum EraserThis super messy eraser leaves behind crumbs like shredded cheese

when you use it. That said, it’s perfect for use on delicate paper. You need very little pressure

when using this one. It’s designed to crumble, so the more pressure you use the faster it falls

apart. That feature should keep you from pressing too hard and possibly creasing your

paper.PAPERThe surface you draw on can influence what your final drawing looks like.

Because there are so many paper options, I want to simplify things by sharing what I use.But

first, you need to know some technical terms that will help you pick out the paper that’s right for

you. The weight/stock of a paper refers to its thickness. Paper weights are referred to in pounds

(lb.) and grams per square meters (gsm). The US system weighs paper in pounds, while the

metric system measures the weight in grams per square meters.A lightweight paper might be



20 lb. In contrast, a thicker cardstock paper can be up to 150 lb. To give you a more specific

example, standard home printer paper (bond paper) is really lightweight, usually 20 lb. Poster

board paper is 110 lb.When you draw, you’ll want to use a heavier paper. That way there’s less

chance of ripping the paper or creasing it, not to mention poking holes in it! I recommend using

around 80 lb. paper.Texture/tooth refers to the smoothness or roughness of paper. The paper

shown below on the left is an example of a textured fine art paper, while the one on the right is

an untextured paper. Some papers have certain textures that make drawing with graphite very

difficult. If paper is too glossy, then your graphite won’t stick to it. On the opposite end of the

spectrum, heavily textured papers can make drawing hard because of all the ridges on the

surface. Some papers (such as Yupo brand) feel almost like butter, so soft and creamy. (It’s

true! It’s like touching a baby unicorn!) The softness of the less textured papers makes it easy

for the graphite to stick to it, but erasing on these kinds of paper can be tricky since they are

more delicate, so be gentle when working with them. My favorite paper is an in-betweeen of

textured and smooth. I like to use a bright white paper that has the texture of home printer

paper but is thicker, in the range of 50 lbs. or 80 lbs. (so it’s not as fragile).TechniquesUsing

graphite pencils requires you to learn some of the techniques associated with this wonderful

medium. Let’s explore different ways of rendering your drawings. First, I’ll show you to how to

add dimension via shading techniques. (These are my favorite ways to shade!)Look at me! Isn’t

it amazing to see how many ways you can draw me using only one tool? Ooo la la!CROSS-

HATCHINGCross-hatching is a shading technique that involves drawing layers of diagonal lines

over top of each other. The result looks like a mesh pattern, and you can use that for shading

as well as for adding texture to drawings.It tickles when Cammy changes directions while

shading me via cross-hatching!SMOOTH BLENDINGYou can do wonderful shading effects

with a pencil by gently rubbing your pencil against the paper with even pressure. You can use a

circular motion or lines in one direction, then turn the paper around and repeat that same

motion. Doing so gives you a really nice result that allows you to control the darkness levels.

Just be careful not to use this technique on textured paper, because the texture will show up in

your shading.This type of shading makes me look so three-dimensional! I hope that extra

dimension gets my good side!SMUDGINGUse a stump or a smudge stick, available at your

local art supply store, or your finger, for this very distinct way of shading. You press lightly and

move the stick or your finger around until the lines blur. This technique allows you to get a very

smooth look, but it can get messy, so have a rag on hand for clean up!Smudge carefully, baby!

Warm-Up Exercise: FIND THE IMAGE IN THE LINESAll right peeps, time to get your creative

juices flowing! Here’s a fun challenge to get your brain firing and your wrist warmed up.STEP 1:

Take a blank piece of paper and a pencil. Now, without thinking about what you’re doing,

doodle like crazy using one continuous line. Just start drawing a line, and swirl it around the

page.STEP 2: Once you create your doodle, take a look at what you drew and imagine the

shapes hidden inside it. Flex your creative muscles, and concentrate on the lines until you can

imagine something within them. It’s kind of like seeing shapes in clouds! Fill those shapes in

with your pencil. Do this a couple of times and see what you can come up with!If you are with

friends, it’s fun to doodle, and then pass your sheet to someone else to see what crazy

creature they imagine hiding in your doodle! Try envisioning a different image from my example

doodle and show me what you got!ONEBEGINNER LESSONSLet’s start with some fun,

simpler lessons to kick things off. In this section, I’ll teach you how to draw a variety of images

that will help ease you into the world of Pop Surrealism. Learn the basics like how to draw

different kinds of characters and hair styles, and begin learning about textures and facial

expressions as well as how to put together elements in your image that speak to the soul of



both Manga and Pop Surrealism. These may seem complicated, but when you break down the

elements one by one and weave them into an image, you’ll see that what seems complex is

really just a little puzzle put together. We’ll start small and work our way up! Like the saying

goes, “Learn to walk before you run.”Great Hair DayOne of the fun things about Pop Surrealism

is that it doesn’t have to make sense! I’m not talking about wearing-your-underwear-on-the-

outside-of-your-pants levels of weird, though. I’m thinking more along the lines of a girl whose

hair is so long and so thick that she lives in it! So, let’s break the laws of normalcy and jump

into some serious hair envy!Oh boy! Here we go! Time to draw! I’ll be right here with ya to drop

in some pro tips while Cammy teaches you step by step how to draw. Let’s do it! Drawing is all

about shapes, so start with basic shapes like circles and triangles to determine the elements in

your drawing.STEP 1: The drawing for this lesson may end up a little different than you might

expect. You are only going to show the top half of the girl’s face—from the nose up! So, first,

use an HB pencil to draw a circle with crosshairs indicating the direction your character is

facing, and include an oval area for her hair. It kind of looks like a sunny-side-up egg! This part

of the drawing is called your underdrawing. It’s okay to be messy with it since it’s just an outline

for your drawing that you’ll end up erasing!STEP 2: Draw circles for her eyes (and add

eyebrows) on the crosshair line. The crosshair line helps you place the eyes level with each

other. When drawing just eyes, you can use the eyebrows to convey emotion!STEP 3: Now it’s

time to lightly sketch in the hair. I start with the bangs, and then move to the contour of the

head. When drawing this step, think of it like a big bowl of spaghetti. Draw squiggly lines!

Remember to keep things nice and loose in the early stages.STEP 4: Start refining your

drawing. Erase some of the underdrawing. Then with an H or 2H hard lead pencil, add a few

more ripples of hair in front of her face. You can leave out the nose if you want or draw it in, it’s

up to you!STEP 5: Switch to a darker lead (2B or 3B), and darken some of your contour lines to

help provide definition and to create some order to the madness! I press down and don’t lift my

pencil off the paper until I’ve completed the lines. Be confident with your pencils! Swirl and twirl

like you’re gliding on ice!
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Janelle, “Not for beginners has pretty pictures. It is certainly not a for beginners book. It has

very few tutorials and even then you better be good at drawing proportions and faces. It's

mostly a follow my style type of book. It has pretty pictures and the artist shows her style well. I

would recommend this book for more experienced artist.”

CC, “Great find!!. My daughter has been eyeing this book at the store for a while now. I thought

it was a little pricey. So I finally looked it up amazon. It was more than half the store price. I love

how it breaks down the image into steps. The images are her style. It also, stimulates

imagination of a young artist.I also bought a set of drawings pencils to go with it. I am very

happy with the book and will most likely purchase more.”

J. Burrell, “Great for beginners like me. Can't wait to start drawing! Though I am an artist, I

have never done any Manga drawing.  Love how fun and easy the instructions are.”

Huan, “10/10 Recommended. Wonderful drawing guide! Both helpful and encouraging with

beautiful artworks.10/10”

JudyLynn, “Another great book. I've learned something from every one of her books. I enjoy the

conversation she has, taking you on a journey from basic onwards building upon previous

knowledge. I got this one on accident, I thought I was getting her color pop manga book that I

have in hardcopy already but it's at home and I'm away for a few weeks, I missed my book so I

grabbed the ebook... I thought... Instead I got this one and I'm glad! It's still her same style

teaching, same style drawing, this time it's just focused on the drawing/sketch not the colored

painted piece. Super happy I ended up with this!”

Erin S., “A Lovely Book with Helpful Insights. What I like most about the book is the

commentary she places in it. It's not just images labeled step one through however many there

are. Like her other books she talks about the materials she uses and why she uses them. It's

basically like having an art lesson, art book and description of the artist's process all in one.”

Sass, “10 year old niece loves it. Bought as present for my niece though my daughter wants it

now too. They’re both into drawing anime and manga style pictures.”

Catherine Vasil, “Very nice book. Amazing book. I bought this for a gift and my friend loved it. I

want to buy one for myself also.”

Sophie, “Amazing, definitely buy. I absolutely love this. It teaches you how to draw little picture

and amazing step by step process. I started off being pretty bad at this sort if thing but I am

improving,hopefully. I definitely recommend buying this. I came in pristine condition.”

Agazon, “Fun Instructional Guide Almost Too Beautiful to Open and Actually Read and Use..



Designed almost like a graphic novel, this instructional drawing guide walks the aspiring artist

through the various stages of drawing like Japanese manga pros. It lays out the advantages

and disadvantages of the tools used to draw, but doesn't waste too many pages and takes the

artist right to the first drawing.The majority of the book is comprised of the usual "copy these

stages of drawings" instructions in the beginner stage, with hints and tips here and there. It

finishes with some intermediate and then fewer advanced techniques.Good:- easy-to-follow

instructions- lots of helpful hints- fun drawings- inspiringBad:- not a bad thing to say except

maybe to make sure your targeted recipient loves to draw and read, as this isn't something for

a young child that doesn't yet possess the needed attention span and focus.Recommendation:

get this book for your beloved, artistic bookworm!”

Tabs, “Very detailed book. Very detailed book with various lessons for different skill levels.I also

want to point out this is the ONLY how to draw manga book I have found that gives you

guidelines on how to draw wings that doesn’t just say “add wings “.That alone made me give it

five stars!I would recommend beginners to also buy her other drawing book as it has more

basics in it.’ I plan on getting her how to paint book as well!”

The book has a rating of  5 out of 4.8. 709 people have provided feedback.
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